Sustainability symposium: Facing forward with Sustainability - Principles, Progress and Partnership

09:15 - 09:30
Welcome and Introduction
Dr Patrick Baughan, Advance HE

09:30 - 09:45
Facing forward with sustainability: Principles, progress and partnership
Professor Liz Price, Eleanor Cooke and Chris Kitching, Manchester Metropolitan University

09:45 - 10:25
Parallel session 1

Zoom Link 1
Kim Ansell, Advance HE - Chair

Oral presentation 1.1a: Introducing students to sustainability: From school to community
Professor Debbie Willison, University of Strathclyde

Oral presentation 1.1b: Pedagogies of purpose: Sustainability for everyone
Cathy d'Albuoy, Oxford Brookes University

Oral presentation 1.1c: Promoting sustainability literacy among TU Dublin business students through the UN suliest platform
Dr Olivia Freeman and Alascqua McAuliffe, Technological University Dublin

Q&A/Discussion

Zoom Link 2
Professor Simon Kamp, University of Southampton

Oral presentation 1.2a: Introducing SDGs to HDR students’ scope of research interest
Dr Louise Fitzgerald, Anindita Roy Bannya, Rosanne Llamzon and Huaizhou Li, University of New South Wales

Workshop 2.1a: SHAPE sustainability impact projects: Social Sciences, Humanities & the Arts for people and the environment/economy
Rachel Soper, Students Organising for Sustainability and Charlie Johnson, the British Academy, joined by SHAPE student project leaders

Workshop 2.1b: Climate leaders: Making an impact
Dr Steve Cayzer, Karen Angus-Cole, Monique Clarke and Claire Power, University of Bath

Q&A/Discussion

Zoom Link 3
Jason Leman - Chair

Oral presentation 1.3a: Partnerships in sustainability: examples and discussions of staff and students (or other groups) working together
Dr Marc Duffy, Jo Watts, Ruthkasa Amin, Ben Ainsworth and Lydia Jones, Sheffield Hallam University

Oral presentation 1.3b: Embedding enquiry-based ESD in undergraduate curricula and beyond
Dr Scott Strachan and Dr Louise Logan, University of Strathclyde

Q&A/Discussion

09:45 - 10:25
Parallel session 2

Zoom Link 1
Kim Ansell, Advance HE - Chair

Workshop 2.2a: Introducing SDGs to HDR students’ scope of research interest
Dr Louise Fitzgerald, Anindita Roy Bannya, Rosanne Llamzon and Huaizhou Li, University of New South Wales

Workshop 2.2b: Operationalising sustainability (eco-literacy) in higher education
Dr Mayen Cunden and Sam McPherr, De Montfort University

Q&A/Discussion

Zoom Link 2
Professor Simon Kamp, University of Southampton

Workshop 2.3a: Promoting sustainability in an online environment
Antonia Lindsay, Vicki Grimshaw, Sue Lowe, and James Doyle, University College of Estate Management (UCEM)

Workshop 2.3b: Democracy in the development of a climate emergency curriculum for initial teacher education
Elena Lenghoom and Megan Ashbury, University of Worcester

Q&A/Discussion

Zoom Link 3
Jason Leman - Chair

10:25 - 11:05
Comfort break

11:05 - 11:45
Parallel session 3

Zoom Link 1
Kim Ansell, Advance HE - Chair

Workshop 3.1: Towards a sustainable university – Assess the effectiveness of www.sushtingsout.com for embedding culture of sustainability within and beyond the institution
Katy Boom, Joe Toft, Phoebe West, Julius Aleksa, Wendy Corbett and Ira Spiridonova, University of Worcester

Q&A/Discussion

Zoom Link 2
Professor Simon Kamp, University of Southampton

Workshop 3.2: Linking curriculum, campus and community: the challenges of moving from innovation to transformation in education for sustainability (EfS) practice
Dr Heather Barnett and Naomi Goldman, University of Worcester

Q&A/Discussion

11:45 - 12:25
Parallel session 4

Zoom Link 1
Kim Ansell, Advance HE - Chair

Oral presentation 4.1a: Sustainability and the university law clinic
Professor Richard Owen, Rikke Vig and Rhiannon Smith, Swansea University

Oral presentation 4.1b: Inspiring students to become ‘Change Agents’: An evaluation of an undergraduate sustainability assessment at the University of Worcester
Dr Sian Evans and Kaylen Avey, University of Worcester

Oral presentation 4.1c: The paradox model: A framework for action
Dr Nicola Kemp and Dr Stephen Scoffham, Canterbury Christ Church University

Q&A/Discussion

Zoom Link 2
Jason Leman - Chair

Workshop 4.1b: Inspirating students to become ‘Change Agents’: An evaluation of an undergraduate sustainability assessment at the University of Worcester
Dr Sian Evans and Kaylen Avey, University of Worcester

Workshop 4.1c: A values-led, bottom-up approach to building sustainability across a specialist arts institution
Alice Stevens, Arts University Bournemouth

Q&A/Discussion

12:45 - 13:30
Lunch break

13:00 - 14:00
The Climate Commission: where are we now? (Update Briefing on behalf of The Alliance for Sustainability Leadership in Higher Education)
Professor Joy Carlier, Vice-Chancellor, University of Winchester; Manueer Gill, Project Officer, CDP

Launching the QAA / Advance HE Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) Guidance - Special Workshop
Professor Jim Longhurst, University of the West of England (UWE) and Professor Simon Kamp, University of Southampton

14:00 - 15:00
Parallel session 5

Zoom Link 1
Kim Ansell, Advance HE - Chair

Workshop 5.1: Towards a sustainable university – Assess the effectiveness of www.sushtingsout.com for embedding culture of sustainability within and beyond the institution
Katy Boom, Joe Toft, Phoebe West, Julius Aleksa, Wendy Corbett and Ira Spiridonova, University of Worcester

Q&A/Discussion

Zoom Link 2
Dr Patrick Baughan, Advance HE - Chair

Oral presentation 5.2a: Transforming sustainability education: Towards principles and practices to address the UN sustainable development goals
Dr Andrew Reeves, Merijpet Roton and Simon Bradbury, De Montfort University

Oral presentation 5.2b: T-Extinction: A co-created fashion and textiles sustainability awareness project that takes a long time approach
Professor Carolyn Hardaker and Sally Gaukrodger-Cowan, De Montfort University

Oral presentation 5.2c: Internationalisations and sustainability education in the context of globalized learning
Dr Alison Greig, Elaine Brown and Bea Azevedo, Anglia Ruskin University

Q&A/Discussion

15:00 - 15:50
Parallel session 6

Zoom Link 1
Dr Patrick Baughan, Advance HE - Chair

Oral presentation 6.1a: Sustainability and the university law clinic
Professor Richard Owen, Rikke Vig and Rhiannon Smith, Swansea University

Oral presentation 6.1b: Promoting sustainability: From school to community
Professor Debbie Willison, University of Strathclyde

Oral presentation 6.1c: Embedding enquiry-based ESD in undergraduate curricula and beyond
Dr Mayen Cunden and Sam McPherr, De Montfort University

Q&A/Discussion

16:20 - 16:30
Closing Comments and Reflections
Dr Patrick Baughan, Advance HE